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Summary
The term systolic array (SA) for VLSI was introduced by H.T. Kung and C.E. Leiserson in 1980. In the next fifteen years, hundreds of conference and journal papers have appeared dealing with the hardware, architecture, mapping, and system applications of SAs. In this overview paper, we first review some basic SA concepts relevant to performing computationally intensive linear algebraic operations used in modern signal and array processing.
Real-time high throughput rate processing constitutes one of most demanding aspects of modern digital signal and array processing. The earlier definition of SA denotes one simple class of concurrent processors, in which processed data move in a regular and periodic manner with only local communication. Later generalizations of SA have relaxed some of these constraints.
While the SA concept was originally formulated intuitively to perform the correlation of two sequences, systematic design of SA for certain class of allowable algorithms (i..e, single assignment algorithms) have been proposed by many researchers using various techniques under the general name of dependence graph mapping.
Digital filtering constitutes one of the most commonly used processing procedures in signal processing, digital communication, and image/speech/radar processing. SA concepts have been applied to FIR and IIR filtering both at the wordlevel and at the bit-level.
Modern communication, control, avionic, and radar systems require the use of computationally intensive algebraic operations for real-time high throughput filtering, estimation, tracking, direction-of-arrival, and localization purposes. Recursive least-squares (RLS) is a commonly encountered adaptive estimation scheme that can be implemented using various versions of recursive QR decomposition (QRD). SA of RLS based on QRD using Givens, modified Gram-Schmidt, and Householder transformations have been proposed. Kalman filtering is also one of the most used methods for tracking. Various SA versions of Kalman filtering have also been presented.
Eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) and singular value decomposition (SVD) are two powerful and basic operations in linear algebra and have wide range of applications in engineering. Many SA approaches for efficient SVD of a rectangular matrix via the Hestenes algorithm and rectangular non-symmetric matrix via the Jacobi algorithm have been proposed. Finally, rectangular, triangular, and linear SA formulations of various RLS, KF, and SVD have been considered. All of these issues will be discussed in this overview paper.
